


ABOUT GOALMACHINE

MISSION 



HUMAN CAPITAL

"The investment of
employee satisfaction
and engagement will
be the most
significant business
trend of 2020."



ENGAGEMENT & REVENUE

85% of the

global workforce are disengaged from their work costing companies a

loss of about $475 billion annually in the U.S. alone. 

businesses that scored the highest on  employee

engagement showed 21% higher levels of profitability

companies that had the best corporate

cultures which prioritized encouragement, leadership initiatives and

recognition for both their employees and customers grew an average

of  682% in revenue.



PROCESS

STEPS

Goalmachine has devised a simple 8 step process by which you can achieve

your organizational goals. Your organization’s unique situation is taken into

account and effective tools are implemented which are customized to your

specific needs.  In order to reach your organization's goals and instill long

lasting change we believe that two powerful devices are required:

Knowledge and repetition. When your process is completed we also

provide follow ups, refresher courses and re-evaluations to ensure that your

team is continuously instilled with the skills they need to thrive.

Step 1: INTAKE

Step 2: GOAL SETTING

Step 3: CUSTOMER ANALYSIS

Step 4: INDIVIDUAL ASSESSMENTS

Step 5: GROUP TRAININGS

Step 6: PROGRESS REPORTS

Step 7: EXIT SURVEY

Step 8: FOLLOW UP &

MAINTENANCE



Neuro Linguistic Programming (NLP)

Life Coaching 

Personality Assessments 

TOOLS
Behind every successful
project is a team of
highly skilled
individuals. Behind
every highly skilled
individual there are a
set of resources and
tools that influence
their level of
performance. Since
Goalmachine prioritizes
inspiring authentic
behavioral change in
groups and individuals
we implement a
combination of the most
effective tools and
modalities that have
been proven to work.



Training Modules

Surveys

Progress Reports

"Business
comprises of

people.
Develop your

people and
your business

will thrive."



FOUNDER'S STORY

Behavioral change is 100% possible.

There are two main ways to change your neurology: Trauma and repetition.        

If you want to change, the only person that can change you is you.

However, self-accountability can be taught.

If you are able to inspire change in individuals, then you have the power to

change entire organizations. 

"As a graduate student in business school I discovered a surprising interest in

organizational behavior. This is an academic study on how people behave in

groups which is often applied to business operations. That’s when I realized that

successful businesses are nothing more than a collection of individuals who

consistently execute successful behaviors. However, achieving this state of optimal

behavior often falls victim to barriers that induce poor work performance and low

productivity. 

The question for me then became, if the only thing that stands between successful

individuals and thriving organizations is behavior, then how do we effectively

transform individuals and groups to become more efficient?   To answer this

question I started with myself. Unbeknownst to me at the time finding these

answers would become a decade long pursuit. Through reading dozens of books,

taking hours of courses and lectures, reading endless blogs and attending a few

seminars I was able to start addressing the issues that hindered my own

productivity level. With this diligent effort I surprisingly found myself achieving

more and reaching goals that previously seemed impossible. With my new found

knowledge, I discovered some simple truths: 

    (At Goalmachine we prefer to use the latter :)

With these truths in hand and spending years discovering the science of

productivity, earning my M.B.A.   and getting certified as a Life Coach and NLP

practitioner, I realized I had a wealth of information that I could pass on to help

others. It’s my personal belief that if we can raise the standards of professionalism

in St. Maarten across the board, then we have the power to raise the quality of our

economy. I am extremely passionate about Goalmachine and the potential it

holds and I look forward to making a contribution to my country one organization

at a time."


